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counts by betting and racing them; instead of following their
primitive habits of quenching their feverish thirst at nature's
refreshing fountains, they now, more modernized, slake their
parched throats with the pale face's contraband firewater; in-

stead of pursuing the fleet-foote- d game roaming the prairies,
with bow and arrow, they now manifest an inordinafe addic-
tion to the subtle game played in inobserved privacy, with
patriotically colored chips of red, white and blue, instead of
trapping the grizzly bear in his pit, they now buck the tiger
in his lair; even thai culmination point of American culture
divorce they cultivate with an assiduity that would discount
if it were in the range of possibility, the white man, and shame
their pagan forefathers into discomfited abashment. By a
singularly good fortune these aboriginal "progresses" are few
and their genus can only be found in the stratifications of

cow punchers and broncho busters and in the ethnologic bric-a-bra- c

exhibited in onr Wild Western shows.
The Peace Policy, which- - from 1877 to 1903 expended no

less than $45,667,101 in educating the Indian, has taken giant
sttides towards an ultimate solution, and accomplished more
in twenty-si- x years than in the two preceding centuries of
Anglo-Saxo- n policy. It is true, that at first sight the Indian
school Machinery seems cumbrous and costly, but it is futile
to deny, if humanely and honestly administered, it will ac-

complish its end and show a large figure on the credit side of

the national ledger. Our Indian wars since 1776 cost the na-

tion $850,000,000, not to speak of the sacrifice of life, de-

struction of poverty, paralysis of frontier trade and check to
exploration. The present system, should it continue for the
next fifty years, an improbable, even impossible supposition
in the light of present events, cannot exceed 5200,000,000.

The Catholic apostolate, which leavens this population of

one hundred thousand Indians, is of a territorial extent, a di-

versity of language, a diKerence of climate, custom aud life
fairly bewildering. The 152 priests, about one hundred of

whom are distinctly Indian missionaries, attend 178 State


